
Step 1

plastic object such as a credit card or squeegee 
slowly rub over the area of the decal. (This is 
necessary to remove any air bubbles from 

to ensure that the decal has adhered to the 

Step 2

Position the decal on the wall and ‘tack’ it in 
place temporarily using masking tape. Make 
sure you are happy with the position and layout 
of the decal. 

Step 3

Once you are happy with the position of the 
decal. Place a long strip of masking tape right 
down the middle of the decal. Make sure the 
masking tape sticks well to the wall. Now you 
can remove the temporary tape holding the 
decal up. (For large, tall decals it may be easier 
to place the masking tape across the middle)

Step 4

Carefully fold the decal back to the masking 
tape line.

Step 5

Starting from the top corner, slowly peel the 
backing paper away from the vinyl decal and 
applica

it sticks to the backing paper instead, simply 
replace the backing paper and give the whole 
decal another rub (as we did in the preparation 
stage) Try not to touch the adhesive on the 
back of decal.

Step 6

from the wall, carefully cut off the backing paper 
and discard.

Step 7

slightly away from the wall. With your other 
hand, begin pressing the decal onto the wall 
using your squeegee or credit card. It is 
important to start in the centre near the 
masking tape line. Begin with an upward 
vertical stroke applying a medium pressure
to the decal.

Step 8

Starting at the centre again, squeegee the vinyl
down towards the bottom. Keep holding the 
decal out from the wall with your other hand.

Step 9

Continue to squeegee the decal up and down, 
gradually working your way across the decal to 
the edge. Make sure you don’t trap any air 
bubbles under the decal. 

Step 10

to the wall, you can carefully remove the 
masking tape hinge.

Step 11

Carefully fold back the other side of the decal.

Step 12

Slowly remove the backing paper from this half 
of the decal. Make sure the vinyl does not stick 
to the wall yet.

Step 13

Begin to squeegee the decal moving upwards 
from the centre while holding the application 

Step 14

Next squeegee from the centre of the decal 
again, this time moving downward. Continue 
moving up and down starting from the centre 
each time. Slowly work your way out to the 
edge of the decal.

Step 15

with the squeegee to make sure it is well stuck 
to the wall and that there are no air bubbles.

Step 16

Starting from the top corner, slowly begin to 

If the vinyl decal comes off the wall with the 

vinyl again with the squeegee and try to remove 

Congratulations!



WallsThatTalk® designs and produces an extensive range of 
contemporary, self-adhesive, removable vinyl wall and window decals. 
Our decals are made from the highest quality vinyl and are made to 
order in Australia, ensuring fantastic results every time.

WallsThatTalk®

commercial spaces. With so many designs and over 30 colours to 
choose from (plus our custom design service) the possibilities are only 
limited by your imagination! Check out some of our other great designs.

Visit our online shop at www.decalstore.com.au  
to order your decals today!

Self-adhesive decals are ideal for...

commercial spaces

frosted glass windows
motivational wall quotes
custom designed wall art

large feature walls
contemporary interiors
children’s bedrooms
nursery decoration

Congratulations for purchasing a quality WallsThatTalk® decal!

We have prepared your decal so that you can install it yourself. To ensure that your decal looks 
as good in your home as it possibly can, we recommend that you read and follow the application 
instructions carefully. If you are unsure about any aspect of these instructions, please contact us for 

further information.

Application Instructions

Preparation

The surface you wish to attach your WallsThatTalk®

dust, grease or any other contamination. Freshly painted or lacquered surfaces must be allowed to 
completely cure before the decal is applied. We recommend waiting a minimum of 2-3 weeks. Glass 
surfaces should be thoroughly cleaned with a suitable glass cleaning product.

should be moderate during the application process. 

Your decal has been prepared for ease of application and consists of 3 layers;

      The self adhesive vinyl (the decal itself)
      The backing paper (this is either white or blue and has a grid pattern printed on the back)

Some decals are supplied ‘ready to apply’ whereas other decals (usually the larger ones) may be 
supplied in ‘kit form’. In this case, elements of the design may need to be separated. Simply cut them 
out using scissors, a scalpel or craft knife. 

Next you will need to work out the composition of your decal on your wall. You might want to 
temporarily tape the parts of your decal in place on the wall (using masking tape) to make sure you 
are happy with the placement and composition of the design in your space.

water with a few drops of dish washing liquid added. This will allow you to remove or adjust the decal 
should you accidently place it incorrectly. If using this ‘wet application’ method, you will need to 
squeegee the decal well and let it dry out completely (this may take up to 12 hours) before you can 

Now you are ready to begin the application process. Take your time, the best results are achieved 
with patience. Work slowly and carefully, following the step-by-step instructions. 

We hope that you enjoy your WallsThatTalk® decal now and well into the future.

vinyl decal
application film

backing paper


